Theory of Change :
Why, What + How ?
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Agenda
 What is a ToC? How does it differ from a logic
model?
 Why ToC? Where are we seeing some good
progress/ promising trends, by whom?
 Overview of ToC essential elements
 Putting it all together – examples, discussion,
sharing
 What seems familiar? New? Additional
information?
 References + Possible Tools
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What is a Theory of Change ?
How does it differ from a logic
model?
“Program Theory explains how an intervention (a project, a
programme, a policy, a strategy) is understood to contribute
to a chain of results that produce the intended or actual
impacts. It can also show the other factors which contribute
to producing impacts, such as context and other projects
and programs.”
Source: Betterevaluation.org

The Government of Canada also has
a recent ‘viewpoint’ of interest…
steve.montague@pmn.net

Logic Models and Theories of Change
Logic model: A graphic
depiction to illustrate
how actions will
translate into outcomes
Theory of change: The
detailed “cause-andeffect story” that
explains the elements of
the logic model,
including key
assumptions
using
the
Yay! It’s
about time
GPS
?

Inputs – $$, staff

Activities – review
applicants, organize delivery
channels, etc.

Outputs – deliver products,
payments or services to
beneficiaries

Reach Various groups
including key segments

Outcomes – change in
capacity, behaviour, state

Source: Government of Canada
Treasury Board Secretariat
Results Division
Expenditure Management
Sector
May 2021

Factors – Internal
and external
context, conditions
and assumptions
that need to be in
place for outcomes
to be realized
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Why Do We Need This ? A
Theory of Change Should Help:
 Situation + Problem definition
 Tell a Performance Story (short + long)
 Management approaches, cycles and
structure
 Monitoring + evaluation
 Learning
 Appropriate Accountability

A Theory of Change Can Help the
Whole Management Cycle

Source: United Nations Development Group Results-Based Management Handbook, https://unsdg.un.org/sites/default/files/UNDG-RBM-Handbook-2012.pdf
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A Useful Touchstone
With a Two Decade History:

Source: University of Wisconsin https://lmcourse.ces.uwex.edu/
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The Situation Assessment
from: https://lmcourse.ces.uwex.edu/ Section 1 pg 10 of 20

The situation is the foundation for logic model + T of C
development. The problem or issue that the program is to
address sits within a setting or situation--a complex of
sociopolitical, environmental, and economic conditions. If you
incorrectly understand the situation and misdiagnose the
problem, everything that follows is likely to be wrong.
Take time to understand the situation and carefully define the
problem. This may be the most important step. As you do so,
consider the following questions:
What is the problem/issue?
1. Why is this a problem? (What causes the problem?)
2. For whom (individual, household, group, community,
society in general) does this problem exist?
3. Who has a stake in the problem? (Who cares whether it is
resolved or not?)
4. What do we know about the problem/issue/people that
are involved? What research, experience do we have?
What do existing research and experience say?

Results Chain and Levels of Evidence
(sections 2,3 and 4 of the Wisconsin model )
Chain of Results
(Theory of Action)

7. End results

6. Practice and behavior change

5. Knowledge, attitude, and skill changes
4. Reactions

3. Engagement / Involvement

2. Activities / Outputs
1. Inputs / Resources

Matching Levels of Evidence
7. Measures of impact on overall
problem, ultimate goals, side effects,
social and economic consequences
6. Measures of adoption of new practices
and behavior over time
5. Measures of individual and group changes in
knowledge, attitudes, and skills
4. What participants and clients say about the
program; satisfaction; interest, strengths,
weaknesses
3. The characteristics of program participants and
clients; numbers, nature of involvement, background
2. Implementation data on what the program actually offers
or does
1. Resources expended; number and types of staff involved; time
expended

Source: Adapted from Claude Bennett 1979. Taken from Michael Quinn Patton, Utilization-Focused Evaluation: The New Century
Text, Thousand Oaks, California, 1997, p 235.

Attribution and Control

Contribution and Influence

A logic model – A key document for results tracking
Ultimate outcomes
Intermediate outcomes

a change in state, condition or wellbeing of
beneficiaries. The raison d’être of the program
a change in behavior, practices

Immediate outcomes

a change in capacities, opportunities or
motivation of the beneficiaries

Reach

the groups targeted by the activities and outputs (their
identification is the first step for integrating GBA+)

Outputs

direct products or services stemming from the
activities

Activities

the operation or work process to produce the
outputs

Inputs

departmental financial expenditures, human
resources and material resources required to
conduct the activities and produce the outputs

Source: Results Division TBS Feb 2021
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Control vs. Influence: Spheres of Influence
WHY?

(State)
Performance needs
to be considered in
terms of its differing
spheres of
influence. Actions
in the operational
sphere should
directly lead to
changes in targeted
groups which
should in turn affect
the desired ‘state’.

“outcomes … are
within a sphere of the
organization's
influence.”
TBS of Canada Supporting
Effective Evaluations: A Guide to
Developing Performance
Measurement Strategies s5.2

Source: S. Montague (2000) . Circles of Influence: An Approach to
Structured, Succinct Strategy
https://www.pmn.net/wp-content/uploads/Circles-of-Influence.pdf

Your environment of indirect influence
e.g., Industrial sectors, the Canadian public,
communities of interest where you do not
make direct contact

WHAT do we want
by WHOM?
(Behavioral Change)
Your environment of direct influence
e.g., Inspected enterprises, people and
groups in direct contact with your operations

HOW?
(Operational)
Your operational
environment
You have direct control
over the behaviours within
this sphere

www.pmn.net
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Spheres of Influence
Community of Interest
[e.g. all Canadians]

‘State’ of well-being

Sustained systems change

Community of Influence

[intermediaries and target groups]
Action [appropriate behaviours adopted]

Results statements
can be ‘placed’ in a
chain within these
spheres

Capacity [knowledge, ability & desire
to take action / change behaviours]

Information and
services

Participation / engagement in services and / or
awareness of risks / threats / opportunities

Activities and outputs
within the control of
Organization

Source: S. Montague 2000 . Circles of Influence: An Approach to
Structured, Succinct Strategy
https://www.pmn.net/wp-content/uploads/Circles-of-Influence.pdf

www.pmn.net
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Spheres of Influence
High

Outside Influences (factors)

Socio-economic, political,
technological,
environmental and other
factors

‘State’ of well-being

Sustained systems change
Existing practices and
capacity in target
communities

Action

Support
‘climate’

Resources,
skills,
systems

Capacity

Information and
services

Engagement / awareness

Activities and Outputs
Low

Outside influences increase as we move ‘outward’
along the chain – see assumptions + factors
Source: S. Montague 2000 . Circles of Influence: An Approach to Structured, Succinct Strategy
https://www.pmn.net/wp-content/uploads/Circles-of-Influence.pdf

www.pmn.net
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Examples of assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

What are the change mechanisms for your activities? (how
individuals/ institutions engage with and experience project
activities)
What are essential features of your implementation process,
sequencing of activities, and quality?
What are possible unintended consequences of your project?
With what parts of your project plans are you most confident?
What contributes to this confidence (e.g., existing knowledge
base, your team’s experience)?
What is most uncertain or questionable about your plans? In
what areas are you experimenting the most?

steve.mon
tague@p
mn.net

Examples of Factors:
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• Infrastructural* – e.g. social, economic, political,

environmental, (health), cultural, technological + physical
infrastructure

• Institutional* – e.g. organizational goals, policies,

governance, protocols, practices, priorities, resourcing, design
and delivery approaches

• Inter-relational* – e.g. levels of trust between and among
groups, historical roles and relationships, types, levels of
communications among parties etc.

• Individual* – e.g. capacity, motivation, opportunity**

Pawson Evidence Based Policy pg31

Evidence-Based Policy: A Realist
Perspective | Better Evaluation for links and accompanying resources

steve.montague@pmn.net

**

Michie Behaviour Change Wheel

1748-5908-6-42.pdf (biomedcentral.com)
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Discussion
 Case examples
 Considering factors + assumptions as well as
results logic
 Applying this kind of thinking to projects

steve.montague@pmn.net

Template for an initiative results story

7. Benefits
(impact on overall problem – contributing influence)

:

How were systems + conditions impacted – even
just a little bit?

Factors

Behaviours – policies and actions
(direct influence)
(adoption of policies + practices over time)

What actions +/or adoptions/adaptions did people
make?

5. KASA capacity
(individual + group changes in knowledge,
abilities, skill, aspirations and commitments)

What did people learn? Did people gain
opportunities +/or change aspirations?

4. Reactions
(awareness, satisfaction, interest, perceptions)

3. Engagement / participation
(characteristics of participants, stakeholders,
nature of involvement, #, proportions, type, quality)

Factors

Factors
What were the early Reactions

Factors
Who did we ‘Reach’ + engage ?
Factors

2. Activities & outputs (control)
(what is done by program / organization /
group of interest)

What did we produce?

1. Inputs
(resources expended, types of HR, time)

What did we invest?

What did we do?

Influence
decreases as
outside factors
increase

Example results story: Youth health ambassadors: (fill in the blanks on Factors)
7. Benefits
(impact on overall problem – contributing influence)

Behaviours – policies and actions
(direct influence)
(adoption of policies + practices over time)

Reduced infections among youth in coverage area

Factors

Students adjust risk behaviours
Youth health ambassadors reach at risk students

Factors

5. KASA capacity
(individual + group changes in knowledge,
abilities, skill, aspirations and commitments)

4. Reactions
(awareness, satisfaction, interest, perceptions)

3. Engagement / participation
(characteristics of participants, stakeholders,
nature of involvement, #, proportions, type, quality)

2. Activities & outputs (control)
(what is done by program / organization /
group of interest)

1. Inputs
(resources expended, types of HR, time)

Youth recruited to program gain knowledge and
confidence to act as ambassadors + share

Factors

Positive reactions + early commitment

Factors
Youth and mentors, ambassadors
Join + participate in the program
Factors
Health Ambassadors recruitment + training
School based initiative
Program staff, volunteers + leaders

Example: A Youth Crime Diversion Program : Nested Theories of Change

Used with permission Geymonat, Jones + Summers Carleton DPPE program April 2019

An example of a circular theory of change:

https://comm.eval.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?DocumentFileKey=a4a102c7-f0ed-43f2-a7c2-552264fb3d4f&forceDialog=0

Source: THE WAAWIYEYAA EVALUATION TOOL. Andrea L.K. Johnston
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Summary
 Developing a T of C is a team sport!
 Define the situation / problem
 Why ? Then ‘how’ ‘who’ + ‘what’ ?
 Context, factors + assumptions
 A little research helps (what have others found?)
 Define ‘success’ in context + over time
 Live and learn (and adapt!)
steve.montague@pmn.net
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Support Tools
Select references
Theories of change + logic models
templates

steve.montague@pmn.net

Select References
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More on logic models + theories
of change



Theory of Change | Better Evaluation



UNICEF Brief_2_theoryofchange



What is a Theory of Change? —
Learning for Action



003-230-Mayne4.indd
(evaluationcanada.ca)



THE WAAWIYEYAA EVALUATION TOOL /
https://www.johnstonresearch.ca/shop/thewaawiyeyaa-evaluation-tool/

steve.montague@pmn.net

Results Plan Template
Results Chain

steve.montague@pmn.net

T0 [Current Needs]
(starting point)

T1[Planned]

T2 [Planned]

T3(+) [Planned]

Broader Communities

WHY

‘End’ Results

Target Groups

Actions
WHAT

Target Groups

BY

Capacity and
Commitment

WHOM

Target Groups

Engagement



Proponent Group

Activities and
Outputs

HOW

Inputs /
Resources

$

$ and FTEs

$ and
FTEs

$ and FTEs

$ and FTEs

A Basic Results Chain Measurement ‘Menu’
Initiative Chain of
Results

Hierarchy of Evaluation Criteria /
Evidence

Typical Indicators*

Typical Sources / Methods

End outcomes

Measures of impact on overall
problem, ultimate goals, side
effects, social and economic
consequences

• Overall ‘state’ statistics (incidence,
system resilience, mental health related
+ quality of life statistics disaggregated
by groups and subgroups )

• Specialized analyses /
evaluations**
• Statistical agency data
• Analytical and specialized policy
and analysis groups

Practice and
behaviour change

Measures of adoption of new
practices and behaviour over time

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Physical observation
Enquiries, reviews
Surveys
Evaluation studies**

Knowledge, attitude, skill
and aspiration change

Measures of individual and group
changes in knowledge, abilities,
skills and aspirations

• Demonstrated capability
• Preparatory actions (policies, training
sessions)
• Self-assessed learning
• Level of recall of key knowledge

•
•
•
•
•

Independent review of target group
Evaluation studies**
Content analysis of information
Survey, group self-assessment
Testing / certification

Reactions

What participants and clients say
about the program; satisfaction;
interest, strengths, and
weaknesses

• Repeat / increased use of service,
participation in initiative
• Complaints
• Observed / solicited feedback/
satisfaction

• Usage / participation tracking
• Correspondence content analysis
• Survey(s)

Engagement /
participation

The characteristics of program
participants and clients; number,
nature of involvement, and
background

• Downloaded material
• Participation (quantity and quality) in
online, or physical events
• Attendance at meetings
• Enquiries / questions received

•
•
•
•
•

Activities & outputs

Implementation data on what the
program actually offers

• Number of outputs
• Achievement of delivery milestones

• Project / initiative tracking
• Project reports
• Content analysis or records

Inputs

Resources expended; number and
types of staff involved; time
expended

• Dollars expended by activity area
• Time expended by activity area

• Budget analysis
• Time, reporting and budget / plan
review
• Activity-based costing

$

Observed physical behaviours / actions
Observed / recorded policies, protocols
Observed compliance to requirements
Self-assessed practice / behaviour

Web use tracking
Correspondence content analysis
Observation of meetings / events
Meeting attendance records
Client / participant relationship
management / tracking

* All of the indicators in this column would typically be stated in the form of [rate, #, %, level] of [target group] [participating, reacting, doing, taking action, etc.] e.g. % of users reporting
positive change in (specific) risk reduction behaviour / ability to cope / support etc.
** While evaluation studies are noted as particularly relevant at the higher levels of the chain, they can and should be used to vertically ‘connect’ all levels of performance.

steve.montague@pmn.net

www.pmn.net

